Increased histamine content in leukocytes and platelets of patients with peripheral vascular disease.
Since histamine has recently been shown to play an important role in the pathogenesis of atherosclerosis in experimental nonketotic diabetes, and since leukocytes and platelets contain most of the histamine in blood, we have determined the levels of histamine in these cells from patients with peripheral vascular disease (PVD), insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM) and non-insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM). The leukocyte and platelet histamine concentration in PVDs was significantly greater than that in controls, IDDMs and NIDDMs. Histamine content of leukocytes and platelets from IDDMs and NIDDMs did not differ from that in control subjects. The higher histamine content of leukocytes and platelets in PVD may lead to a greater release of this amine at sites of vascular endothelial damage. Increased histamine release may increase endothelial permeability and contribute to further vascular injury as observed in experimental models of diabetes and hypercholesterolemia.